
 

 

 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

AUGUST 23, 2016 

 

************************************************************************ 

Members Present:  Long, Gustafson, Murphy, DeMarco, Bishop 

            

Presence Noted:   Ray Reich, Building Commissioner 

   Andrew Bemer, Law Director 

    

 *********************************************************************** 

 

Chairman Bishop called to order the August 23, 2016 meeting of the Planning 

Commission at 7:00 P.M. in Council Chambers of Rocky River City Hall.   

 

Mr. Bishop asked the Commission members if there are any corrections, additions, or 

deletions to the July 19, 2016 meeting minutes.      

 

Mr. DeMarco moved to approve the minutes of the Planning Commission meeting as 

presented.  Mr. Long seconded. 

 

4 Ayes – 0 Nays – 1 Abstain (Long) 

Passed 

 

1.  JIM AND KAREN DOYLE AND TIM AND ALICE O’DONNELL – 423 

Riverdale Dr. – FINAL REVIEW – Detached Single Family Grouped Dwelling 

Development.  Mr. Tom Liggett, Arcus Group Architects, came forward to present the 

project.  Also present are Jim Doyle and Tim and Alice O’Donnell, Applicants. 

 

Mr. Liggett began by explaining that they received preliminary approval for 2 homes on 

the property and there are quite a few existing easements around both of those homes.  

He listed the easements and their locations.  He said that unit # 1 has an attached 2-car 

garage, and they have demolished and will rebuild the 3-car detached garage for unit # 2. 

There are two existing homes that are affected by the access easement through the 

property, and those homes are not part of the development.  Originally, there was a 

parking lot that covered the back portion of the property where they are now planning to 

develop.  There was also a home located on the front portion of the property, on the east 

side of the entrance road, which has been demolished.  There is a retaining wall holding 

up the hillside and they plan on updating the retaining wall and securing the hillside 

appropriately. 

 

The plans in front of Planning Commission shows clarification of the parking spaces and 

the actual drive leading to the development.  The original design showed 8 spaces located 

right inside the main road coming in, which is currently about 12’ wide.  They have made 

minor modifications that demonstrate the direction they would like to go.  The road was 

initially presented at 20’ wide with parking to the side.  There is an electrical transformer 

that will be relocated, as well as an existing fire hydrant that they will work around.  The 
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new plan that they are presenting tonight contains a layout for the parking.  They were 

originally planning to have the hillside open for future development, which is common 

land and both homeowners are interested in defining that area now.  The space near the 

house that was demolished could be temporary parking, if necessary, until something is 

developed in the future.  The have shifted the parking spaces to the south and brought to 

road closer to the homes.  The road is 18’ wide instead of 20’ wide and the 6 parking 

spaces are on the opposite side of the existing homes, next to the open land.  There are 2 

parallel parking spaces next to the road, which also serve to widen the road.  The 18’ 

wide road will easily allow 2-way traffic and will allow people to back out of the parking 

spaces and maneuver around.  Mr. Liggett said that this plan allows them to better define 

the land and locates the parking in the right places.   

 

Mr. Liggett continued by saying that the existing home, which is defined as B-4 on the 

plans, was recently sold with an easement for parking located directly opposite it.  They 

are working through the parking agreements between the owners of the 2 existing homes 

and the new owners of the development.  There are conversations with the owner of 421 

Riverdale Dr. and a parking agreement is being discussed. The current retaining wall, 

which was actually part of the home that was demolished, will be replaced with a newly 

designed retaining wall. 

 

Mr. Bishop said that something recently came up regarding the distance of the foundation 

of the home from the existing sewer easement.  Mr. Liggett said that much of the sewer 

has not been exposed yet, but he confirmed unit #2 is too close to the 20’ storm easement.  

They are proposing to relocate the easement, abandon 1 pipe and rerouting the storm 

water to the other pipe, which could be a little too close to unit #2, and they are working 

with the City Engineer and the Safety Service Director.  They will either have to redesign 

the house or relocate the pipe. 

 

Mr. Bishop said that the Fire Department wrote a memo that said they need a minimum 

width of 20’ for the pavement.  Mr. Liggett said that they are asking him to review their 

18’ wide pavement because of how the site has developed.  Riverdale Dr. is 12’ to 15’ 

wide in certain areas and the road is not 20’ wide anywhere.  He said their main concern 

is to maintain 2-way traffic and they will have a discussion with the Fire Department.  

The gate and the piers will be removed, and the road in that location is only 

approximately 15’ wide, which will flare out to achieve the 18’ width.  

 

Mr. Bishop asked about the pad that is the result of moving the parking for the purpose of 

the future development of a third house and said that the zoning would allow more than 1 

more additional home.  However, the way the parking is proposed, it would not be 

possible.  The plans show an area for future development, with an arrow leading toward a 

locked in space where it would make developing anything difficult to conform to the 

Code.  Mr. Liggett said that they are aware of that, and it is not their intention to develop 
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more than 1 additional home at some point in the future in the existing common area.  

The retaining wall will be built to define that area. 

 

Mr. DeMarco asked whether the retaining wall and the proposed storm easement will 

conflict with each other.  Mr. Liggett said that they will work structurally with the 

retaining wall to straddle the storm sewers. 

 

Mr. Bishop asked for more detail about the agreement for the parking spaces for unit B-4.  

Mr. Liggett said that it is an agreement for 4 exclusive spaces and were created when 

they sold the property.  They were located approximately 12’ outside the door of that 

home, directly across from it.  They are proposing to move those spaces as shown on the 

plans.  Mr. Bishop said that at the last meeting, they had a lot of discussion regarding a 

parking agreement for 6 spaces for Mr. Mylen at 421 Riverdale Dr., which is unit A-3.  

Mr. Liggett said that there is an agreement that says up to 6 spaces, which are not defined 

exactly, except for the property that they are located on.  Mr. Bishop said that the biggest 

parcel is the parcel number that is referenced and they are showing 6 spaces, 4 of which 

are exclusive to unit B-4, so Mr. Mylen is short 2 spaces.  Mr. Liggett said that they are 

working on a new agreement and the space defined as future development on the plans 

could become temporary parking for a period of time, which can be re-worked if things 

change at a future date.  Mr. Bishop asked if there was any thought given to moving the 

location future third house and splitting the spaces.  Mr. Liggett said that they could do 

that, but the contours of the property make that difficult.  It is easier for them to install the 

retaining wall with the hillside cut away and define those spaces now.  Mr. Bishop said 

that there are other variables than just following the contours, which could be used to 

their benefit. 

 

Mrs. Murphy asked what has been made part of the Homeowner’s Association.  Mr. 

Liggett responded that they are defining the drive and the maintenance of it, along with 

the parking spaces, lighting and landscaping.  He said Mr. Doyle is more familiar with 

the HOA than he is, and units A-3 and B-4 are not part of it. The easement is owned by 

the HOA and the financial burden of maintenance, etc., are on units 1 and 2 and the 

future unit.   

 

Mr. Gustafson asked if the potential marina behind unit B-4 is still a possibility.  Mr. 

Doyle said that unit B-4 was sold with room for up to 6 boat slips, and there are at least 6 

parking spaces for them.  Mrs. Murphy asked if unit B-4 will be able to run a business 

with those 6 boat slips.  Mr. Bishop said that it would not be a business until they reach a 

certain amount of slips, and the working marina that existed was given up as part of this 

process.   

 

Mr. Liggett said that they would like to get final approval tonight so that they can get into 

the overall engineering for City approval.  Mr. Bishop said he would like to hear from 

Mr. Mylen so they can see what his thoughts are.  Mr. Marcel Mylen, the owner of 421 
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Riverdale Dr., unit A-3 on the plans, came forward and said that there has been 

discussions with the property owners for a new parking arrangement.  He supports their 

development ideas, but when he purchased his property, he purchased multiple easements 

for access and for parking.  The parking easement was for up to 6 spots as long as they 

were available.  The parking lot had almost 20 spots available at that time, but it was 

located where they are developing and the area of parking has diminished since they 

demolished the existing house.  Unit B-4 has a lot of cars and jet skis, which are 

consuming parking at this time.  He wants to make sure that they don’t continue to dig up 

the lot until they have reached a revised parking arrangements.  He said that the number 

of spaces is not important, but coming up with an acceptable arrangement relating to 

where those are located is the burden.  He has been bringing up the parking discussion for 

months, but it has escalated in just the last couple of days.  Since they are proposing to 

move the spaces, which he is open to, he wants to be sure it is an acceptable arrangement.  

Mr. Bishop asked Mr. Mylen if he still has a need for up to 6 spaces and Mr. Mylen 

responded that he does not have a need for “up to 6” spaces.  He hopes that approval of 

this development is contingent upon an acceptable resolution to the parking arrangement.  

He is willing to terminate the old parking agreement and enter into a new one.  He said 

that he was not aware of any intention to build a third house situated in front of his home 

and this is the first time he is hearing it.  However, this is a complicated property and 

things will develop more as they figure out the property, moving forward. 

 

More discussion was had relating to reconfiguration of the easement, which Mr. Liggett 

said has always been part of the conversation.  ODOT has transferred title to the storm 

easement to the City and he has had conversation with Director Costello, who has worked 

with the City Engineer.  The waterline will not be relocated and the access easements for 

the parties are intact.  Mr. Bishop said that there are a couple of things that needed to be 

done before they asked for final approval.  The easement should be written and approved 

before this Commission gives final approval.  They are creating a new easement on a new 

portion of land and no public land is involved here.  A legal description for the 

reconfigured easement will have to be written and recorded.  Mr. Bishop asked the Law 

Director if there is any concern about that.  Law Director Bemer said that they still have 

the Mylen parking agreement to resolve, and the legal descriptions for the property, 

which define the common area, need to be completed.   

 

Mr. DeMarco said that he is not comfortable approving the plan until the parking 

arrangement and the easements are worked out.  Mr. Bishop said that he would like to see 

the future unit be moved, which may allow some parking spaces on one side of it that are 

exclusive to Mr. Mylen.  If there is a need for more spaces, then it could be added at a 

future date, either next to the garage or across from units 1 and 2.  He thinks the 

development would look nicer if they moved that future house in a little bit, and split up 

the parking.  He said that they could use the hill to their benefit, slide the house down and 

split up the parking, which will look nicer coming in.  Mr. Liggett agreed that they may 
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be able to get a third parking space by shifting the potential house over and he has no 

problem looking at splitting the parking. 

 

Mr. Bishop said that the 18’ wide drive needs to be approved by the Fire Marshall.  He is 

not sure why the 20’ width matters because there is only 12’ or 15’ in width to access the 

development.  Mr. Liggett said that they will be installing sprinklers in the 2 new units.   

More discussion was had relating to the width of the access drive relating to fire access.  

Mr. Bishop said that an acceptable width needs to be approved by the Fire Marshall.  Mr. 

Liggett said that they would like to get approval about the configuration of the properties 

so they can begin writing the legal descriptions.  Mr. Bishop said that everything in the 

area of units 1 and 2 is resolved, aside from getting easement language.  There needs to 

be resolution with the Fire Marshall and also with the City Engineer relating to the 

location of the storm line relative to the houses.  He still thinks they must be considerate 

of Mr. Mylen and the location of the parking spaces will be, whether they are temporary 

or permanent.  Law Director Bemer said that they should not approve a plan where a 

conflict is created between vested property owners.  There is potential conflict here, and a 

parking agreement should be reached before final approval. Mr. Mylen said he would 

prefer that they not let them build anything until parking is worked out. 

 

Mr. DeMarco moved to table this item for review and approval by the Fire Marshall of 

the 18’ wide access drive, consultation with the City Engineer relating to the storm sewer 

easement, as well as the parking agreement that is in negotiations.  Mr. Long seconded. 

 

5 Ayes – 0 Nays 

TABLED 

 

The meeting adjourned at 8:05 p.m. 

 

 

 

                         

William Bishop, Chairman    Michael DeMarco, Member 

 

 

 

Date:  _________________________ 


